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 Ear biometrics has been a challenging and distinctive research area in recent 

times. The human ear possesses unique promising attributes that are being 

used by the researchers to carry out significant improvements in the field of 

human recognition using ear as a biometric. In order to achieve efficiency on 

any ear biometric system, the detection and segmentation of the human ear 

need to be performed precisely. Feeding accurately segmented images to the 

recognition system will result in higher recognition accuracy. In this paper, 

we present our work of segmentation of human ears from the images 

captured in unconstrained environment by employing the U-Net architecture 

on our own dataset and presented the results of ear segmentation. The U-Net 

model is also tested on the annotated web ears (AWE) segmentation dataset. 

We obtained 92.38% accuracy and 79.33% intersection over union (IoU) on 

the test data on our own dataset and 76.2% IoU on AWE segmentation 

dataset. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Identifying human using various biometric techniques such as face, retina, fingerprints etc. has been 

a significant research area. But the human ear can also be used as a biometric tool as it possesses significant 

and unique features which have been proven by the anthropologists [1]−[3]. Various methods and systems 

have already been proposed and developed so far which use the human ear as a biometric [4], [5]. There are 

few literatures that suggest that human ear changes trough time [6]−[8] but how growth of ear affects the 

performance of an ear recognition system is yet another open agenda of research. The voyage to the history 

of ear biometrics tells us about early 1880s, in where Alphonse Bertillon, a Frensh police officer observed the 

prospective of using human body parts including the ear as a tool of identification and he coined the term 

Anthropometry [9]. In 1906, doctor in Prague named Imhofer [10] discriminated a set of 500 ears using only 

four unique features. Later in 1960, researchers used the ear images of new born babies for the purpose of 

identification and found satisfactory results about the morphological consistency of human ear [11]. 

Iannarelli [12] inspected more than ten thousand ears and proposed an anthropometric methodology for 

identification of human using ear which has the appraisal of one of the significant works in field of ear 

biometrics. 

In recent years, ear biometrics has evolved as one of the promising techniques where the uniqueness 

of the human ear can be utilized to recognize a person. Several such systems or methodologies have been 

proposed using traditional machine learning [13]−[20] or deep learning techniques. Earlier ear recognition 

systems either used manually cropped ear images or uncropped ear images with unwanted background 

information.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Cropping the ear part manually is very time consuming and tedious task and using uncropped 

images leads to lower rate of recognition accuracy due to presence of unwanted data. That’s why there a 

strong need of an automated ear cropping or segmentation system in this field. In a fully automated ear 

recognition system, accurately segmented ear images play a vital role in achieving higher rate of recognition 

accuracy. As deep learning systems are known to be data hungry, abundant number of images is considered 

necessary to train up a model. This leads to a challenging task of automating the segmentation process to 

crop out the ear (which is the region of interest) from the side profile images. Once the segmentation is 

properly done, the cropped images containing the ear information only can directly be fed to any ear 

recognition system for further process. 

If we survey for a few of earlier works on ear detection and segmentation using various 

methodologies, then few notable works can be listed. Ganapathi et al. [21] presented an ear detection method 

using ensemble convolutional neural network (CNN) which is a combination of several CNN models 

working simultaneously. In the first part of the method they employed ensemble of three CNN models to 

train on a dataset and in the later part the output of the ensemble CNN model training is used to detect the ear 

regions. They evaluated the model on two datasets-annotated web ears (AWE) and IIT indore-collection a 

(IIT-Col A). The method shows improvements over other state-of the-art techniques and methods and the 

claimed accuracies are 99.52% on AWE dataset and 98.20% on IIT-Col A dataset. 

Emeršič et al. [22] proposed a novel pixel wise ear detection technique which is based on 

convolutional encoder-decoder (CED) networks. They considered the ear detection problem as a two-class 

segmentation problem- ear or the non-ear class and trained the convolutional encoder-decoder network which 

is based on the SegNet architecture to differentiate between the pixels belonging to either the ear class or to 

the non-ear class. The output of the CED network is further post-processed to improve the segmentation 

result and thus the final locations of the ears in the input image are obtained. The dataset used in the 

experiment is AWE and the claimed average accuracy is 99.21% and IoU is 48.31%. 

El-Naggar et al. [23] propose an ear detection system that employs faster R-CNN approach.  

The proposed system is trained on two phases: in the first phase, an AlexNet model is trained to classify ear 

vs. non-ear parts. In the second phase, the unified region proposal network (RPN) with the AlexNet is trained 

for ear detection purpose. The proposed system is real-time and achieves 98% detection accuracy on test data 

composed from different ear datasets having wide variety of images in terms of illumination, occlusion and 

image quality. 

The need of automatic segmentation of the ear has become one of the essential steps in ear 

recognition. For this, we employed the U-Net framework to build the segmentation model. The model is 

trained and tested on a dataset EarSegDB 25, which is created by our own. We also tested the model on AWE 

segmentation dataset for comparative analysis. This work on automatic segmentation will eliminate the 

tedious work of manual segmentation and thereby help the researchers in achieving fast and accurate results. 

 

 
2. METHOD 

Several methods of ear segmentation exist till date which are either based on traditional machine 

learning techniques or having different CNN architectures with low IoU accuracy. As IoU is one of the most 

commonly used widely accepted metric for evaluating the semantic segmentation models, improving the IoU 

has been the main objective of our approach. The approach we followed is shown is Figure 1. We have 

implemented the U-Net framework for our segmentation purpose which is trained and tested on our own 

dataset. 

The performance of the model is also tested on AWE segmentation dataset. In the data acquisition 

step, both right and left side profile images are captured keeping the ear clearly visible. Images are collected 

from both male and female persons belonging to the age range of 21-58 years with the help of smartphone 

cameras. The mask for each ear image is manually created keeping the ear part as white (pixels with values 

of 1) and the non-ear part as black (pixels with values of 0). In the data pre-processing step, the images and 

masks are resized into 128×128 and converted to grayscale images. The step data preparation simply deals 

with creating the validation, train and test sets. In the next step, the U-Net model is trained and fine-tunned 

using the train and validation datasets.  

In the prediction phase, the model produces output as predicted segmentation masks for the test data. 

The model is used for the purpose of segmentation on two datasets; one is created by our own which is 

EarSegDB 25 and the other one is already available AWE segmentation dataset. 

 

2.1.  The EarSegDB 25 dataset 

The EarSegDB 25 dataset [24] consists of 1275 ear images from 25 different persons and same 

numbers of pixel wise segmentation masks. The images were captured with the help of Smartphone cameras 
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in unconstrained environment with different illumination conditions and varying angles. This dataset is made 

publicly available for greater good of the researchers working in this area. Few salient features of this dataset 

are: 

- This dataset has the largest publicly available number of ear images with binary pixel wise masks. 

- This dataset also stores additional information about gender, age and head side (left or right). 

- There are very few publicly available ear segmentation datasets with binary masks, which makes this 

dataset a valuable contribution to this area of research. 

- This dataset can be employed by researchers to train and test their own machine learning or deep learning 

models for the purposes of automated ear segmentation as well as human identification systems which use 

ear as a biometric. 

Several systems are there which predicts the age of human beings using facial data. As this dataset 

stores person’s age information as well, researchers could extend their work for a novel approach on 

predicting human age using ear images of this dataset. Some randomly selected ear images along with their 

respective segmentation masks are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The segmentation method 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Random images from the EarSegDB 25 dataset with respective masks 

 

 

2.2.  The AWE segmentation dataset 

The AWE segmentation dataset [25] consists of 1,000 ear images of 100 persons collected from the 

web including the pixel-wise masks. The 100 persons are selected among some most famous and renowned 

people accorss different ethnicities, ages and genders. 10 images were selected from each subject and pixel-

wise masks for ear positions are created. This dataset is not publicly available but the access can be requested 

to the authority for research purpose. Some randomly selected images along with their respective masks are 

shown in Figure 3. The figure has four rows. Row 1 and row 3 shows some of the randomly picked images 

and row 2 and row 4 displays its respective pixel wise ear location masks. 
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Figure 3. Random images from the AWE segmentation dataset with respective masks 

(in here the faces are pixelated to preserve anonymity) 

 

 

2.3.  The U-Net model 

The chart topping model U-Net [26] was developed in 2015 by Olaf Ronneberger and his team of 

researchers for their own purpose of biomedical image segmentation. However, researchers have been using 

the same or modified version of this model for the purpose of detection and segmentation of regions of 

interest (ROI) as per their requirements [27], [28]. The model got its name from its unique “U” shape 

architecture as shown in Figure 4. U-Net is comprised of several convolutional layers and two networks: the 

encoder and the decoder. The encoder which is also called as contracting network, learns a feature map from 

the input image which is similar to any classification task performed by any CNN except for that unlike any 

CNN, the U-Net does not have any fully connected layer at the end as the required output is not a class label 

but a mask of same size as the input image. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The U-Net architecture [26] 
 

 

The encoder network has four blocks, each block containing two convolutional layers of kernel size 

3*3 followed by ReLu activation function. This is the input to a max pool layer of kernel size 2*2. There is a 

bottleneck layer in between the encoder and decoder consisting of two convolutional layers followed by 
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ReLu which returns the final feature map representation as output. The most unique thing that differentiates 

U-Net from other CNNs is the presence of skip connections and the decoder part. Skip connections are 

indicated with grey arrows in the figure and the purpose of these are to collect contextual features from the 

encoder block to help in generating the feature map projections. The decoder which is also termed as 

expansive network takes the feature map as input from the bottleneck layer and helps in upsample to the size 

of the input image with the help of the skip connections. The decoder is consists of four blocks, each one 

starts with two up-convolution with a size 2*2. The output of each block is merged with the corresponding 

skip connection from the same layer’s encoder block and this is further passed to two convolutional layer of 

kernel size 3*3 followed by a ReLu activation function. At the last decoder block, a 1*1 convolution 

followed by sigmoid activation is used which presents the output as pixel-wise classified segmentation mask. 

 

2.4.  Performance metrics used 

In this work, the performance of the system is measured by comparing the manually annotated ear 

locations and the output generated by our system. The accuracy values reported by our approach are 

calculated as (1): 
 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝐴𝑙𝑙
 (1) 

 

where 𝑇𝑃 (true positives) indicates total number of pixels that are correctly classified ear part and 𝑇𝑁 (true 

negatives) indicates total number of correctly classified pixels as non-ear part and 𝐴𝑙𝑙 indicates overall 

number of pixels in the input test image. The second performance metric we used for evaluation of our 

experiments is IoU, which is calculated as (2): 
 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 (2) 

 

where 𝐹𝑃 (false positives) denotes the number of ear pixels classified as non-ear pixels and 𝐹𝑁 (false 

negatives) denotes the number of non-ear pixels classified as ear pixels. IoU represents the ratio between the 

number of pixels present in ground truth annotation and the number of pixels in the union of annotated and 

segmented ear parts. So, this measure can be termed as a quality measure or measure of tightness of 

segmentation. IoU value of 1 indicates that the segmented and annotated ear parts overlap entirely, while IoU 

value of less than 1 indicates a bad segmentation result. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have employed the U-Net model on both EarSegDB 25 and AWE segmentation dataset and both 

the experiments are performed separately. We have presented the segmentation outputs and detailed analysis 

of results of the EarSegDB segmentation dataset as experiment 1. Experiment 2 shows the detailed analysis 

of the results obtained on AWE segmentation dataset. 

 

3.1.  Experiment 1 

The dataset is fed into the model following all the steps as shown in Figure 1. Figure 5 shows the 

convergence of training and validation losses during training. When the validation loss stops improving the 

model is saved as the best. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Graphical representation of training and validation loss convergence 
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We have achieved 92.98% validation accuracy and 79.33% IoU accuracy on the validation data. On 

test data we obtained 92.38% test accuracy and 77.63% IoU accuracy as listed in Table 1. Figure 6 shows 

some of the segmentation results as predicted by the model. Figure 6(a) presents the results on validation data 

and Figure 6(b) shows the results for test data. The first and second columns are original input images 

(original ear and its respective mask) and the third and fourth columns show the output as predicted 

segmentation masks. 

 

 

Table 1. List of accuracies and IoUs 
Data Average accuracy (%) Average IoU (%) 

Train 93.98 83.37 

Validation 92.98 79.33 

Test 92.38 77.63 

 

 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 
 

Figure 6. Segmentation output as predicted and predicted binary (a) validation set and (b) test set 
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In Figure 7, some poor results of the system have been highlighted which may be due to drastic 

difference of illumination conditions and orientation as well as the position of the ear. Due to these poor 

segmentation results the IoU result is affected. However, 79.33% IoU is a satisfactory and acceptable result 

in this regard in comparison to other related works of segmentation we have surveyed so far. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Few badly segmented images 

 

 

3.2.  Experiment 2 

The accuracy on test data is found to be 99.6% and the IoU is 76.2%. Figure 8 shows the 

segmentation results as predicted by the model when tested on AWE segmentation dataset where the first and 

second columns indicate the input images fed to model and the third column is the output as predicted mask. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Output predicted as segmentation masks from test set 
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we successfully implemented the U-Net model on our own in-the-wild EarSegDB 25 

dataset as well as on the AWE segmentation dataset and found satisfactory results. The EarSegDB 25 dataset 

is made publicly available for more explorations by the researchers in this field. More accuracy and IoU can 

be expected if techniques such as hyperparameter optimization is integrated with the model. In some cases, 

we obtained more accurate results than the original input masks and, in some cases, we faced poor results 

which are much lower in comparison to satisfactory segmentations. The issues may be due to poor 

illumination conditions, huge vary in orientation, and in some cases the whole image occupied by the ear 

having lesser background. Nevertheless, the IoU accuracies obtained on test and validation data can be 

considered as satisfactory in comparison to other related works. The EarSegDB 25 dataset can be used for 

various extended works in this field such as human recognition, human gender, and age prediction. using the 

ear as biometric. This work on automatic segmentation will eliminate the tedious step of manual 

segmentation thereby reducing the time and help in achieving fast and accurate results as researchers can 

directly employ the segmented ears into their ear recognition system for performing further works on human 

identification using ear as a biometric. 
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